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shocks, and (2) to reduce the valve shock when the suction valves close.
The volume of an ordinary suction air vessel, as usually supplied with
commercial pumps, will generally be found to be about two and a half or
three times the displacement of one pliinger per stroke. Such an accessory
is quite suitable for the majority of pumping schemes where the suction lift
does not exceed 12 to 14 ft., and where at the same time the suction pipe is not
long or tortuous. For greater suction lifts the volume ratio would be in-
creased.
The delivery air vessel, if placed immediately over the delivery valves, has
a very important cushioning effect upon all the shocks in the pump, and
promotes silent running. If, however, it is separated by branches and
passages from the pump chamber it can only have an equalizing effect upon
the velocity in the delivery main, thereby reducing pipe shocks, &c. Where
several large pumps, or pump barrels, deliver into a common main it is not
uncommon to provide a large air vessel for the main and smaller vessels over
each set of delivery valves. In practice, air vessels range in volume from
3 times to 30 times and in exceptional cases as much as 100 times the dis-
placement of the pump plunger per stroke.
For very high pressures it is customary to use a powerful spring-loaded
(sometimes steam loaded or otherwise) pressure equaliser on the discharge
pipe instead of an air vesssl.
The alleviator or relief valve is the safety valve of the system, and will
save the pump from damage in the event of the sluice valve being closed at
starting or if any obstruction gets into the mains.
With reciprocating pumps it rarely happens that both a reflux valve and
a sluice valve are fitted at the same time. Either will serve the purpose of
isolating a pump from a common main if dismantling is necessary. When a
reflux valve is fitted, an air vessel is advisable on the pipe line at the outlet
side of the reflux valve.
The object of the overflow, fig. 4, M, is to ensure that the delivery air
vessel is not filled with water when priming.
Water under pressure has the property of readily dissolving air, and a
delivery air vessel will become water-logged, and therefore useless, in a very
few hours if not constantly replenished with a fresh supply of air. There
are many ways of recharging an air vessel. On very large pumps an inde-
pendent air compressor is usually provided, and on smaller pumps either an
inspirator of some kind or a small air pump is fitted, driven from some moving
part. Sometimes the small air pump is arranged to draw air from the suction
air vessel—where there is usually more air than is needed—and discharge
into the delivery air vessel.
An inspirator is really an air pump so arranged as to utilize the main
pump plunger and the full pressure of the pump for compressing air into the
delivery air vessel. The type shown in fig, 4 is automatic when brought
into use by opening the stopcock communicating with the pump barrel.
On the suction stroke air is then drawn in through the small atmospheric
valve, and on the delivery stroke it is forced through the small outlet valve
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